U-TECK has taken a field-proven and craft-accepted design—the “P” Seat—and incorporated it into The WorkCenter, the newly designed Ergo Splicer Seat workstation. The upper portion of this seat removes easily, making setup possible even in tight, hard-to-maneuver spaces.

The WorkCenter as a complete unit is available to be ordered, or you can purchase a simple kit that will retro fit the thousands of existing “P” Seats that are being used by most companies today. This will result in a tremendous savings for your individual budget.

This multipurpose unit is also the toolbox that personnel are accustomed to, which lets them keep their tools and materials conveniently located during an entire operation.

U-TECK has also designed a new Universal Splicing Head Adapter for mounting splicing heads to the seat base. This adapter will accept virtually any splicing machine. It may be mounted in different locations to accommodate the preference of the individual splicer. This makes The WorkCenter a complete workstation.

Features

• Anti-skid Bottom
• Swivel 360 Degrees
• Convenient Tool Slot
• All Hardware Is Stainless Steel
• Seat Back and Cushion Area
• Removes and Folds Up
• Textured Surface
• Adjustable Height
• Roomy Tool Box for Handy Storage
• Seat Can Be Used with or without Back
• Provides Work Platform for Splicing Machine
Order The WorkCenter
(as a complete unit or as individual components)

“P” Splicer Seat

The standard with most telephone companies for more than eight years, the “P” Splicer Seat is molded of special high-impact plastic to ensure against cracking, warping or ultraviolet damage. Field-proven for reliability and durability.

VPN: 55430

Universal Splicing Head Adapter

Used to temporarily attach either a 710 or MS2 splicing machine to the Ergonomic “P” Seat or the “P” Splicer Seat. Can be mounted in several locations as desired by individual splicers.

VPN: 55460

Retro Fit Kit

Allows the upgrade from the “P” Seat to the Ergonomic “P” Seat. Includes the splicer seat adapter, the Ergonomic “P” Seat, and even the drill bits to drill the holes.

VPN: 55430-RetroKit

Tool Pouch

This convenient pouch is great for keeping tools, connectors, and other frequently used supplies close at hand. Made of durable PBC-coated nylon mesh, the pouch is heavy-duty and attaches to the splicing chair with a simple turn lock.

VPN: 55430-POC-A